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Warning: False Copyright Claims will result in legal actions by Urban Noble, LLCPretty Girls is the

fifteenth novel written by Karin Slaughter. The book was first published on September 2015.

Slaughter is known for writing thriller novels that provoke the readersâ€™ deep-seated emotions and

challenge their well-established beliefs. Pretty Girls is particularly remarkable in its ability to capture,

and even encapsulate, the reality of any womanâ€™s life in many of the daily life situations of the

characters, especially those of the Carroll sisters. Like other books, Pretty Girls hints on the

personality of the author, especially with her love and regard for libraries and books. Karin Slaughter

headed the â€œSave the Libraries Campaignâ€• in the United States America, and the character of

Helen Carroll is librarian who is also the mother of the protagonists. The authorâ€™s complex

character, strength, love of language, books and knowledge reflect is reflected through Helen in

entirety of the story. This book is a critically-acclaimed novel that is sure to affect the readerâ€™s

image of womanhood and feminism.Read more....Download your copy today! Available on PC, Mac,

smart phone, tablet or Kindle device. Â© 2015 All Rights Reserved by Urban Noble, LLC
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I loved the full length novel and couldn't put it down. I bought this summary to freshen my memory.

It is very cool to see someone else's point of view on not only the story, but also the characters. I

loved how the author broke it down chapter by chapter and really got straight to the point. Great

summary and I would recommend.

Have been a fan of slaughter, have always known her through her thriller novels be causing of that

right use of words that can provoke any individual emotions and help establish that self belief of an

individual. I really loved reading this summary books, it's capsuled all main key points in a simple

and precise manner.

I didnâ€™t finish the novel. It draws me in from the start but itâ€™s a long read and soon I have

forgotten where I have stopped. I couldnâ€™t pick it up and re read again. And I choose this quick

method to finish what I have left behind. Overall a very good summary to wrap up the whole novel in

15-30 minutes I think. I still felt the strong emotions in the start. How a tragedy can changes

everything and when we looked back through the past after many years have been wasted, you just

canâ€™t but cry in your heart.

Already read the original novel, it is a good read. I also enjoyed reading this summary book. It is

very well written and concise. Each main character was described in a thorough manner and each

chapter was also well summarized. This book is recommended to people who love the novel so

much, you will also enjoy reading this summary or if you just want a quick read of what the novel is

all about. This is also a good reference if you are looking for a quality summary of the novel, Pretty

Girls.

Pretty Girls is a very competent thriller that delivers plenty of horrors and suspense. I am glad that

there's a summary on this novel. I appreciate the sophistication with which this was written and the

detail that illuminated the story! It was almost impossible for me to put this book down. The author

does an amazing job of making the story more understandable. I would definitely recommend this

book!

I have no idea about this novel Pretty Girls aside from it is a thriller and mystery. So, all I can say is

it was a good summary because each chapter was written nicely that I was able to catch up and the

feeling was like I am reading the whole novel. Nice story for a crime thriller. I wish I can have a



chance to read the whole novel in the future.

This book is nice for those who donâ€™t want to read the long novel and just want to know what is

up. That would be me, honestly, since my time is precious. Itâ€™s short, itâ€™s concise, and it gets

the main message across about the novel.

Excellent short cut. I used to love reading cliff notes instead of books when I was in school because

it gave you exactly what you needed. This is just like that. It gave a great summary of Pretty Girls.
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